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CAUTIONARY STATEMENT
Summary: If you are risk-adverse you should NOT buy shares of Cielo Waste Solutions Corp. Unexpected events happen and may change forecasts and targets. This presentation should be read in conjunction with the
Company’s most current annual information form and management discussion and analysis, which are available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
This presentation contains forward-looking statements and forward-looking information (collectively “forward-looking information”) within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws. Forward-looking information may
relate to anticipated events or results and may include information regarding our financial position, business strategy, growth strategies, budgets, operations, financial results, plans and objectives. Particularly, information
regarding our expectations of future results, performance, achievements, prospects or opportunities or the markets in which we operate is forward-looking information. In some cases, forward-looking information can be
identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “anticipate”, “plan”, “target”, “continue”, “estimate”, “expect”, “may”, “will”, “project”, “should”, “could”, “believe”, “predict”, “potential”, “scheduled”, “estimates”,
“forecast”, “projection”. In addition, any statements that refer to expectations, intentions, projections or other characterizations of future events or circumstances contain forward-looking information. Statements containing
forward-looking information are not historical facts nor assurances of future performance but instead represent management’s expectations, estimates and projections regarding future events or circumstances.
This presentation contains forward-looking information that includes, but is not limited to: the Company’s strategic intent and corporate goals; the Company’s commitment to a robust health, safety and environment (HSE)
system; the future revenue potential associated with carbon credits; that steady-state commercial production and revenue are anticipated in Q2 2022; projections of global waste generation; descriptions of Cielo’s future wasteto-fuel production processes, including their emissions and impacts on the environment; that Cielo’s processes can transform household and industrial waste into valuable fuel; our business objectives and planned milestones for
2022 and beyond; descriptions, plans and expectations related to Cielo’s facilities, including the Aldersyde Facility, the R&D Facility and the planned full-scale commercial facility in Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta; expected results of
actions and modifications to the Aldersyde Facility; the use of data generated from the R&D Facility in the planning and construction of the full-scale commercial facility; and our fuel production projections. Forward-looking
information is necessarily based on a number of opinions, estimates and assumptions that management considered appropriate and reasonable as of the date such statements are made, are subject to known and unknown risks,
uncertainties, assumptions and other factors that may cause the actual results, level of activity, performance or achievements to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking information,
including but not limited to the risks factors described under the heading entitled ‘‘Risk Factors’’ in the Company’s Annual Information Form for the year ended April 30, 2021 (“AIF”), which is available on SEDAR at
www.sedar.com.
If any of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or if the opinions, estimates or assumptions underlying the forward-looking information prove incorrect, actual results or future events might vary materially from those
anticipated in the forward-looking information. The opinions, estimates or assumptions referred to above and the risks described in greater detail in ‘‘Risk Factors’’ in the AIF should be considered carefully by readers. These risk
factors should not be construed as exhaustive. Although we have attempted to identify important risk factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in forward-looking information, there may be
other risk factors not presently known to us or that we presently believe are not material that could also cause actual results or future events to differ materially from those expressed in such forward-looking information. There
can be no assurance that such information will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such information. Forward-looking information is provided in this
presentation for the purpose of giving information about management’s current expectations and plans and allowing investors to get a better understanding of our operating environment. Investors are cautioned that it may not
be appropriate to use such forward-looking information for any other purpose.
The forward-looking information contained in this presentation represents management’s expectations as of the date of this presentation (or as the date they are otherwise stated to be made) and are subject to change after
such date. Except as specifically required under applicable securities laws in Canada, Cielo assumes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking information to reflect new information, events or circumstances
that may arise after March 21, 2022. All forward-looking information contained in this presentation is expressly qualified by the foregoing cautionary statements.
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities of the Company in the United States. The securities of the Company have not been, and will not be, registered under the
United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or any state securities laws, and such securities may not be offered or sold in the United States or to U.S. persons unless registered or exempt therefrom.
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Aspiring to lead the waste-to-fuels industry
using environmentally friendly,
economically sustainable technology

CIELO WASTE SOLUTIONS
An environmental technology company focused on a
sustainable waste-to-fuel model, transforming waste
materials into high grade fuels without harmful emissions
EARLY MOVER, INNOVATIVE PROCESS,
UNIQUE BUSINESS MODEL

PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY
Producing high-quality fuels

LOW INPUT COSTS

---

Readily available, waste feedstock

PROOF OF CONCEPT ACHIEVED AT EXISTING
DEMONSTRATION FACILITY

ESG1-CENTRIC BUSINESS MODEL

---

Actively reducing emissions & GHGs2

STEADY-STATE COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION
AND REVENUE ANTICIPATED Q2 2022

CARBON CREDIT UPSIDE

--R&D PROGRAM TO DIVERSIFY FEEDSTOCKS
AND ENHANCE PRODUCT QUALITY
NOTE: All references to specific Quarters in this
presentation are based on calendar Quarters.
1 – Environmental, Social, and Governance | 2 – Greenhouse Gas

Additional revenue potential

TSXV: CMC
OTCQB: CWSFF
WKN: C36
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
A circular economy company to support the Energy Transition
Demonstration Facility Proves Concept

Energy Transition Play with R&D Focus

 Continuous production achieved at Aldersyde, commercialized
steady state production and revenue targeted for Q2 2022
 Allows for fit-to-purpose, flexible facility design, production
scaling relative to feedstock supply, type and location

 Process addresses ongoing demand for hydrocarbon fuels through
the Energy Transition
 R&D facility to expand range of feedstocks (inc. plastics), enhance
fuel quality, and drive technological advancements

Proprietary Process and Technology

Early Mover Advantage in Vast TAM1

 Innovative process represents sustainable alternative to
carbon-intensive fossil fuel extraction
 Patents issued in Canada and the US

 Limited competition, early mover with near term commercial facility
 Opportunity to both define and capture addressable market share

Experienced, Right-Fit Leadership Team

Low-Cost Feedstocks Drive Optimal Margins

 Recently appointed team to lead company through key
commercialization inflection point
 Leadership holds extensive public company and capital markets
experience

 Readily available, low-cost feedstocks provide opportunity and
flexibility to drive excellent refining margins
 Opportunities for strategic partnerships with waste suppliers

1 – Total Addressable Market
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FUELING THE ENERGY TRANSITION
The right time for Cielo to commercialize its technology…
The world generates approximately 2.2 Billion tons of waste every year, and is expected to reach 3.4 Billion by 20501
Waste management has become one of the largest, fastest growing solutions industries,
but existing solutions borrow from the future; hiding, crushing and burning waste materials
World energy needs
continue to rise

Global need to reduce
demand of fossil fuels

Government mandates for
greener energy supplies

Waste feedstocks = low cost,
untapped energy source

…with intrinsically ESG-focused operations and corporate philosophy
Cielo’s W2F facilities will
use multiple waste material
feedstocks

Process consumes waste
destined for landfill where it
would emit CO2 & methane

High-demand transportation
fuels produced with minimal
environmental impact

Continuous improvement
through ongoing research &
development

Cielo is committed to a robust HSE system that protects our team members, stakeholders, facilities and the natural environment.
We conduct all our activities in a proactive manner, consistent with the environmental regulations that govern our industry.
1 - World Bank Group, reference “What a Waste 2.0”
Note - 1 – W2F means ‘Waste to Fuel’, HSE means ‘Health, Safety & Environment’
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INNOVATIVE LOW-CARBON PROCESS
Cielo’s Thermal Catalytic Depolymerization technology has
received patents in both Canada and the U.S.
CIELO COMBINES CATALYST WITH HEAT TO CONVERT WASTE INTO FUEL
NO HARMFUL EMISSIONS OR GHGs

LOW TEMPERATURE & PRESSURE

LOW CARBON FOOTPRINT

Reduces emissions from landfills and
reliance on imported biofuels

Feedstocks combine with
catalyst & carrier fluid

Distillate can be refined to produce diesel,
naphtha and kerosene

Cielo’s process can transform
household & industrial waste
into valuable fuel, diverting it
from landfill

Waste
Feedstock

Feedstock blended
with catalyst and
carrier fluid

Low pressure & low
heat break down
molecules

Distillation
Process

Cleaner
Fuels
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CLEAR PATH TO COMMERCIALIZATION
Transformational leadership change and operational progress
position Cielo for material growth through 2022 and beyond
Leadership Transition

Offtake Agreement

R&D Facility

R&D Facility

W2F1 Facility

Ft. Saskatchewan

New leadership team takes helm
of Cielo to lead inflection point

Extension of Elbow River
Marketing Agreement

Construction and
fabrication
commenced

Commissioning of
R&D facility

Full-scale facility design
to commence

Anticipate full-scale facility
construction to commence

Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

2021 TRANSITION

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

2022 OBJECTIVES

2023

2023 +

Engineering Design

Ft. Saskatchewan

Aldersyde

Aldersyde

R&D Facility

R&D Facility

Initiation of design phase for
demo. Facility & R&D Facility

Closed acquisition of 60acre site and industrial
building

Phase I completed and
commissioned –
anticipate steady-state
production flow and
revenues

Phase II commissioning
of Aldersyde facility
modifications

Commence plastics testing
at the R&D Facility

Continuum of R&D – various
feedstocks, catalysts, carrier
fluids and other technologies

Q3 2021

Q3 2021

Q2 2022

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

2023

1 – Waste to Fuel, or ‘Waste-2-Fuel’
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COMMERCIALIZATION STRATEGY
Parallel development of steady-state production facility and R&D
capabilities drive Cielo’s operations to commerciality
(1) STEADY-STATE PRODUCTION
Achievement of consistent, sustainable production volumes
and revenue at Aldersyde facility

NEAR-TERM
OPERATIONS

(2) CONSTRUCTION OF R&D FACILITY
To facilitate professional scientific based testing of plastics,
organic waste material and multiple other feedstocks

PRODUCTION
ESTIMATES

60 lph1

4,000 lph2

R&D Facility for IP3
development

Full-scale facility distillate
production

1.2 mm litre
Mid-case for Q2-Q4 2022
distillate production

1 - Litre per hour | 2 - Actual capacity to be determined from testing data output from R&D pilot | 3 - Intellectual Property
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FACILITIES OVERVIEW
60-acre Ft. Saskatchewan site will host R&D Facility
and Full-Scale waste-to-fuel facilities
Aldersyde Demonstration Facility (currently under optimization)
 100% Cielo-owned facility on 2.5-acre site currently converting wood waste into fuel
 Steady-state production demonstrates proof of technology and process concept

R&D Facility – Ft. Saskatchewan (under construction)
 Full-time research facility

Aldersyde Production

1,000-lph

target in Q3 2022

In design stages for scaled-down

60-lph

complete process system

 Design parameters for 60-lph complete system to mimic full-scale facility
 Construction commenced March 2022; completion expected August 2022

State-of-Art Full-Scale – Ft. Saskatchewan (design initiation Q4 2022)
 Corporate focus on build-out of facilities capable of processing multiple forms of
waster feedstock
 *Final capacity of each facility to be determined utilizing data from R&D Facility

Initiating design for full-scale

4,000-lph*

facility at Ft Sask. in Q4 2022
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ALDERSYDE - DEMONSTRATION FACILITY
Steady-state production demonstrates proof of concept
 100% Cielo-owned facility on 2.5-acre site, readily accessible to
off-take clients and suppliers of waste feedstock
 Anticipated steady-state production (and revenue) of distillate
from wood waste in Q2 2022
 Design capacity of 1,000 lph distillate production with optimized
operational processes in Q3 2022

Operational experience and philosophy from Aldersyde
facility will translate to larger full-scale facilities
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ALDERSYDE - DISTILLATE QUALITY IMPROVES
• Historical plugging and coking (particulate) issues are understood
• System analysis and feedback leads to process modifications and product quality improvements
• Facility process modifications in progress – anticipate product quality improvements and increased flow rates
Initial Distillate Flow – Plugging &
Coking Process Constraints

Modification Improvements –
Reduced Particulate

Significant Reduction in Particulate –
Higher Quality Product
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ALDERSYDE - LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
ACTION / UPGRADE

EXPECTED RESULTS

Continuous production
modification

(i) infeed system, (ii) reactor design, (iii) biomass
waste system management. Engineering design
and equipment procurement in progress.

Constant production profile

Process upgrades

Includes addition of process feedback,
measurement, metering and control systems
implementation.

Plant control, optimized production and safety

Front-end wood grinding
system implementation

Required to reduce wood particle size to 150microns for effective biomass conversion.

Reduction in operating costs, improved biomass
conversion to distillate

Engineering feed study

For implementation of a fractionation tower to
improve quality of produced fuels.

Higher value, better quality diesel and naphtha and
production of kerosene – optimized revenue stream

Strategy to generate revenue streams that can assist in funding future projects and
apply operational experience and philosophy to larger full-scale facilities
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ALDERSYDE - PRODUCTION OUTLOOK
2023 Forecast

 Aldersyde onstream in Q4 2020

• Full year forecast range reflects cumulative
distillate production

 Real-time distillate production from wood biomass

• Increased volumes due to anticipated continuous
operational and systems improvements
4,200

 Utilizes waste motor oil as carrier fluid

2022 Forecast
2020 & 2021 Actual

• Anticipated to perform in a steady-state mode

• Facility operated in a batch mode in 2020
• Production was not sustained due to bottlenecks

1,200

• Operating at reduced rate until system modified

Q4 2020

180
Q1-Q3 2021

2,400

2,000

• Q1 2021 modifications led to continuous production

67

3,500

• Q1 2022 forecast reflects downtime associated
with engineering modifications

580

20

10

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Q2-Q4 2022
(base case)

Q2-Q4 2022
(mid case)

Q2-Q4 2022
(high case)

Note: Actual and forecast production is in thousands of litres

2023
(base case)

2023
(mid case)

2023
(high case)
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R&D FACILITY - OVERVIEW
Full-time research facility designed to mimic a full-scale process
 ~32,000 sq ft industrial building situated on 60-acres in Fort Saskatchewan
 Construction commenced Q1 2022, completion expected Q3 2022
 Design parameters for 60-lph complete system to mimic full-scale facility
SCALED-DOWN VERSION OF FULL-SCALE FACILITY
 Equipped with latest process control technology for data trending, system
automation, remote monitoring and process analytics
OBJECTIVES
 Determine optimal reactor configuration
 Improve carbon intensity score
 Determine best operational practices
 Testing multiple feedstocks (i.e., plastic, railway ties, organics, etc.)
Future center of excellence with operator training center
Continuous improvement to be reflected in assessing new facilities and opportunities for Cielo
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R&D TO STATE-OF-ART COMMERCIALIZATION
Fort Saskatchewan - First Full-Scale Facility
 Data generated by R&D Facility will facilitate inputs for
scale-up design
 Engineering simulation models will be built for equipment
sizing, process control philosophy, material and energy
balance
 Cielo engineering and operations teams will develop design
basis memorandum (DBM) from real learnings and data
generated by the Aldersyde Demonstration Facility

Location for the first full-scale facility will be on Cielo’s 60-acre site
Expectation that site will accommodate full-scale facilities, each
anticipated to have different infeed waste products

16
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REFINERY ROW LOCATION
Significant Petrochemical Refining Center for Canada
MAJOR HIGHWAY AND RAILWAY CORRIDOR
 Minimize carbon footprint associated with receipt of waste biomass
 Ease of transport of production
POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS ARE ACTUALLY NEXT DOOR
 Strathcona Refinery is Alberta’s first refinery; it was originally built in 1948
after the discovery of oil in Leduc. The current refinery replaced the original
and was built in 1974. It can process 191,000 barrels of crude oil per day.
 Suncor Edmonton Refinery has been operating since 1951 and can process
142,000 barrels per day. It has been optimized to process oil sands crude.
 Shell Scotford Refinery opened in 1984 and can process up to 100,000 barrels
per day.

Refinery Row location in close proximity to
workforce, including skilled operators and professionals
Source - The Industrial Heartland – Explore Strathcona County
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STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIPS DRIVE PROGRESS
Partnered with leading engineering organizations, and leveraging
the experience of industry academics and thought leaders
 A top tier global design and
engineering consulting firm

 Multi-disciplinary team of experts
specializing in engineering consulting
and equipment fabrication

 Leaders in chemicals and catalyst
design and technical support

 Operations and process
excellence consultants
 Leading company in the
emissions measurement &
reduction industry
 Dr. Amit Kumar, Senior Process
Engineer
 Dr. Wayne Monnery, Chemical
and Petroleum Engineering
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RIGHT-FIT LEADERSHIP FOR NEW GROWTH PHASE
The right combination of experience and skill to
commercialize Cielo’s technology and process
Gregg Gegunde
Chief Executive Officer &
Chief Operating Officer

Stephanie Li

Chief Financial Officer

 26 years in the energy sector

 >15 years finance experience

 Diverse executive and technical
leadership skills

 Extensive experience in leadership,
strategic planning and capital markets

 Most recent role as SVP of Exploitation,
Production, and Delivery at Penn West
Petroleum

 Specialty in high-growth environments

 Holds a Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering, diploma in Mechanical
Engineering

 ~$600 mm of equity raises in last 5 years
 Served in a leadership role at TSX-listed
Northview Apartment REIT, acquired for
$4.9 B

Chris Sabat

Chief Legal Officer &
Corporate Secretary
 Highly experienced corporate
governance attorney
 Career focus on enhanced corporate
structure and process transparency
 Oversees and manages all matters
related to corporate services, including
HSE, HR, IT, and Vendor Management
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Larry Schafran, Chair of the Board

Peter MacKay, Director

Larry is a private investor with interests in disruptive
technologies. Mr. Schafran recently co-founded an oil & gas
recovery company, Legacy Oil Inc. Later, Mr. Schafran served as
a Director and member of the Strategic Planning and Finance
Committee at COMSAT, where he promoted a merger with
Lockheed Martin. Larry has served as Director and Chair on
many boards.

The Honorable Peter MacKay will be providing strategic advice
and invaluable guidance on government and public services,
industry practice, infrastructure, and economic development.
Mr. MacKay will be representing the company as a catalyst to
Cielo’s growth.

Sheila A. Leggett, Director

Ryan Jackson, Director

Sheila currently serves on the advisory board for Nutana Power
and chairs the technical committee responsible for the ISO
environmental management systems standards (14000 series).
Ms. Leggett is a strategic leader, has extensive expertise as it
concerns corporate governance, and a background in
sustainable resource development.

Ryan is a seasoned executive with extensive experience in real
estate, finance, franchise businesses, and green technology. Mr.
Jackson is a spirited entrepreneur with great vision and insight
and has extensive board experience. Mr. Jackson will deliver
that experience and governance to the Cielo Board.

Jasdeep Dhaliwal, Director

Don Allan, Director

Jasdeep is a Chartered Professional Accountant with extensive
experience in risk management, financial reporting process and
internal controls, along with governance and strategic guidance.
Ms. Dhaliwal has previously worked with large public entities
listed on North American markets.

Don has 30+ years of executive leadership experience, including
experience in debt and equity capital markets, strategy and
planning, risk management and investor relations. Mr. Allan has
an extensive background in business development, engineering,
marketing and project development.
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE SUPPORTS EXECUTION
Share Price (CAD)
52 Week High/Low (CAD)
Market Cap (CAD)

$0.3350
$0.19/$1.65
$221,880,520

Shares Outstanding

662,329,912

Options, RSUs, DSUs

32,589,863

Warrants

12,000,000

Insider %

3.72%

Fully Diluted

TSXV: CMC

706,919,775

As of January 31, 2022

Upside potential though multiple carbon credits in
addition to revenue and earnings

OTCQB: CWSFF

WKN: C36
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CONTACT CIELO
Cielo Waste Solutions

Investor Relations

Suite 1100, 605 – 5th Ave SW
Calgary, AB T2P 3H5
E: investors@cielows.com
www.cielows.com

Rose & Company
610 Fifth Avenue, Suite 308
New York, NY 10020
T: (212) 517-0810
E: cielo@roseandco.com

Company Contact:
Chris Sabat
T: (825) 210-9083
E: csabat@cielows.com

RB Milestone Group LLC (USA)
Trevor Brucato, Managing Director
E: cielo@rbmilestone.com
New York, NY & Stamford, CT

www.cielows.com
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